Box 1:

**PUBLICATION INDEX**

I. TRANSPORTATION

II. GRAIN MARKETING -- GENERAL

III. GRAIN MARKET STRUCTURE AND FLOWS

IV. PRICES, DISCOUNTS, AND MARKETING STRATEGIES

V. GRAIN DRYING AND STORAGE

VI. MOISTURE MEASUREMENT, SHRINK, ANDREWETTING

VII. GENERAL

VIII. GRAIN QUALITY-- SOYBEAN PROCESSING, CORN WET AND DRY MILLING

IX. QUALITY CHANGES DURING SHIPMENT

X. GRAIN QUALITY, GRADES AND STANDARDS

Note: within category, successive publications are numbered with arabic numerals. Publications held as part of Lowell D. Hill Papers are preceded with an asterisk (*).

Box 1:

I. TRANSPORTATION


9. The Impact of Demand-Sensitive Railroad Rates Upon the Storaged Transportation

* 10. **AE-4527** -- Impact of Waterway User Fees on Illinois Agriculture


   Adequacy of Storage, Transportation, and Dryer Fuel for Illinois Grain, 1973, **AE-4320**
   Fuel and Transportation Situation for Illinois Grain in 1973: Third Report, **AE-4326**
   Transportation and Fuel Situation in Illinois, **AE-4332**
   Nitrogen Situation in Illinois, **AE-4343**
   Estimated Fuel Requirements for Farm Production in Illinois, 1972-74, **AE-4347**
   Rail Reorganization and the Illinois Grain Industry, **AE-4351**
   Grain Drying and Storage in Illinois 1974, **AE-4358**
   Fertilizer Supply and Demand for Illinois, **AE-4363**
   Corn Quality and Discounts in Illinois, 1974, **AE-4368**
II. GRAIN MARKETING -- GENERAL


III. GRAIN MARKET STRUCTURE AND FLOWS


Box 2:


IV. PRICES, DISCOUNTS, AND MARKETING STRATEGIES

* 1. AERR-1980--Elevator Charges for Drying, Storing, and Merchandising Corn. L. D. Hill, April 1966


2. The Economics of Grain Storage. L. D. Hill, 1967


V. GRAIN DRYING AND STORAGE


7. AE-4228--Alternatives for Conditioning and Storing Corn at Farm and Elevator (Proceedings of a Regional Research Conference), February 1970


15. AERR-118--The Demand for On-Farm Heated-Air Grain Dryers. Paul Kau and Lowell


Box 3:


20. AERR--164--Grain Drying and Storage Facilities and Marketing Patterns in Illinois and Iowa. L. D. Hill and J. E. Vercimak, October 1979


23. AERR--201--"Production Response of Illinois Farmers to Premiums for Low-Temperature Dried Corn," L. D. Hill, Julia P. Brophy, Wojciech J. Florkowski, Dept. of Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, August 1987, 21 pages.


VI. MOISTURE MEASUREMENT, SHRINK, AND REWETTING


* 3. MARKETING 49--Buying Corn on a No. 2 Basis: A Solution to the Moisture-Discount Problem. L. D. Hill approximately 1967


26, No. 2, pp 576-583, 1983.


* 18. **AE-4548** -- Evaluation of the Issues in Grain Grades and Optimum Moistures. Department of Agricultural Economics, Ag. Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, December 1982.


VII. MISCELLANEOUS


* 17. Reprints of Journal Articles


- Economic Determinants of the Farm/Elevator Trends on the Volume of Corn Artificially Dried.


20. - Grain Drying/Storage Facilities/Marketing Patterns in Illinois and Iowa.
- Economic Consequences of Biotechnology for Corn.


33. Illinois County Maps. (Various maps for Illinois counties)


* 40. "Fulfilling the Soybeans Promise in Egypt."

Box 4:


VIII. GRAIN QUALITY--SOYBEAN PROCESSING, CORN WET AND DRY MILLING


IX. QUALITY CHANGES DURING SHIPMENT


* 2. AE-4403--Corn Breakage as Affected by Handling During Shipment. L. D. Hill, Marvin R. Paulsen, Daniel Hiller, April 1976


12. SP-58--Order form and Brochure

* 13. SP-58--Corn Quality Changes During Export. Lowell D. Hill, Marvin R. Paulsen, Margaret Early, September 1979


* 17. Damage During Handling of Shelled Corn and Soybeans. Glenn E. Hall, September 1983

* 18. AE-4609--Changes in Quality of Corn Between U.S. and Japan. L. D. Hill, Marvin
Paulsen, Gene Shove, Terrence Kuhn, December 1985


X. GRAIN QUALITY, GRADES AND STANDARDS

1. Corn Kernel Damage (Illustrated brochure)
   - None- Oak Kernel Damage (Illustrated brochure)
   - None- Grain Sorghum Kernel Damage (Illustrated brochure)

2. Wheat Grading Factor (Illustrated brochure)

2. Soybean Kernel Damage (Illustrated brochure)


* 4. Is Test Weight a Good Measure of Corn quality? Glenn E. Hall and Lowell D. Hill--Summer 1971


* 8. AAER-124--Test Weight as a Grading Factor for Shelled Corn. Glenn Hall and Lowell Hill--September 1973
Test Weight Adjustment Based on Moisture Content and Mechanical Damage of Corn Kernels. Glenn E. Hall, Lowell D. Hill--1974

AE-4439--Grade Factor Variation When Sampling Grain in Trucks. Steve C. Birmingham, Lowell D. Hill, Dennis M. Conley


AE-4372--Test Weight As An Indication of Corn Quality. Lowell D. Hill and Terry D. Roush. April 1975

Grades and Grade Requirements for Corn. L. D. Hill. September 1975.


76-9/ A Study of Sampling Variability in Grain Grading. Steve Bermingham and Lowell D. Hill. October 4, 1976


Price and Value Relationships Explained for High Moisture Grain. L. D. Hill. Reprinted from Feed Stuffs 54 (37-42):1, 1982 (September 6 - October 11) SEE ALSO VIII-B-17


AE-4555--Farmer's Attitudes Toward Changing Grade Standards for Corn. L. D. Hill and Clint Rehtmeyer.

ALSO VI-18 (AE 4548)


* 40. Comment on Removing Test Weight as a Grade Determining Factor in U.S. Soybean Standards. Lowell D. Hill

**Box 5:**


* 47. **Meeting The Competition Series**: ($1)

1. Questions and Answers on Grain quality--L. D. Hill
2. Low-Cost Corn Producers in the World Market--L. D. Hill
3. Determinants of Exports--L. F. Unnevehr
4. Managing Corn for Grain Quality--E. D. Nafziger
5. Reducing Breakage and Fines in Soybeans--W. H. Peterson
6. Reducing the Amount of Breakage and Fine Material in Shelled Corn--W. H. Peterson
7. Understanding and Managing Stored-Grain Losses Caused by Fungi and Insects--R. A. Weinzerl
8. Complete Sets of "Let's Meet the Competition" Series


60. Identity Preserved Grain Laboratory: Grain Service Testing Advertisement, October 1989.


* 65. A Comparison of Grain Grades Among Countries; Karen Bender, Lowell Hill, Constanza Valdes, AE-4685; Dept. of Ag. Econ., Ag. Exp. Station, College of Ag., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; July 1992. No charge.

* 66. Quality Preferences of Corn and Soybean Processors in Western Europe and Japan, Lowell D. Hill, Karen L. Bender, Kandeh Yumkella, Shailendra K. Pradhan, Kenji Horiguchi, Bulletin 801, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,


68. Impact of Separating The Factor of BCFM in Corn Grades: Farmers' Preferences; Lowell D. Hill, Susa Zhang, Karen Bender; AE-4670-2; Dept. of Ag. Econ., Ag. Exp. Station, College of Ag.; University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, March 1991.

69. Impact of Separating the Factor of BCFM in Corn Grades: Market for Corn Screenings; Lowell Hill, Marvin Paulsen, Karen Bender, Daniel Marriott, David Timmermann and Tony Kile; Dept. of Ag. Econ., Ag. Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign AE-4670-3, May 1991.

* 70. Impact of Separating the Factor of BCFM in Corn Grades: Interior Elevator Survey; Lowell Hill, Karen Bender, Mike Christy, Kevin Maas, and Brian Anderson. AE-4670-4 Department of Agricultural Economics, Ag. Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. June 1991. 21 pages.


74. Illinois Research, Focus on Corn, "Which Kernel Will Survive the Journey to Japan?" Spring/Summer 1992, Vol. 34, Nos. 1 & 2, University of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station.

* 75. Evaluating the Aggregate Economic Impacts of Separating BC and FM; Lowell Hill and Karen Bender. AE-4670-5, Department of Agricultural Economics, Ag. Experiment Station, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. August 1992.


79. Move to VII 16


88. NC-151 Annual Research Reports.


90. Illinois Research, College of Agriculture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Volume 31, Numbers ½


92. Grain Grading Wall Charts.

Box 6:

UNCATEGORIZED PUBLICATIONS

* Strategies for Marketing Agricultural Products. Pages 4-6, Lowell D. Hill, Spring/Summer 1989


LAWRENCE J. NORTON PROFESSORSHIP HISTORICAL FILE
Lowell Hill Transfer List, March 2009

Administrative Documents
Aurene Norton Living Trust, 1964; supplement adding farm to the trust, 1965; excerpts from F. J. Reiss’ re Norton trust, Board of Trustees approval, 1977,
Norton Chair News Releases and Publicity, 1977

Box 7:

Letters of Congratulations on Hill’s appointment, 1977
Norton Professorship, Descriptions of Programs, 1977-98
Includes sequential development, formal presentations describing activities, budgets, description and publicity on individual programs.

Norton Lecture Series
Planning and Promotion
Program Brochures and Posters
(See also oversize posters in OS 29)

Lecturers
Harold Breimyer, 11/29/1977
Michael Cook, 8/5/1999
Peter R. Day, 4/12/1984
Norman Borlaug, 7/12/1984
John Kenneth Galbraith, 10/25/1979
Bruce Gardner, 11/30/1981
Zvi Griliches, 10/20/1983
Neil Harl, 2/26/1985
D. Gale Johnson, 9/25/1980
Bruce Marion, 11/28/1979
Willard F. Mueller, 4/17/1980
Vernon Ruttan, 9/20/1984
Luther Tweeten, 11/15/1984
Refusals
Milton Friedman, 1977, 1979
James Risser, 1990
Extended Seminars
  Prof. Dr. Jerzy Dietl, 1979-81
  Glenn Johnson, 1980-81
  George W. Ladd, 1982
  Larry Martin, 1979-80
  James Parker, 1984-85
  Guenther Schmitt, 1986
  James D. Shaffer, 1979
“Friends of Norton,” 1989
  Includes announcements on each presenter for informal discussions at Bevier Hall.
Co-sponsored lectures/Funk Awards Lectures, 1981-82, 1986
Box 8:
Grain Quality Series DVD transfers of videos: Grain Quality: The American Commitment;
Soybean Quality: The American Commitment; The Export Quality Challenge; and Let’s Meet the Competition
1995 Video Production and Reunion
  DVD of Source Material for Video Production
    5 DVDS: Source Material for 1995 Production, Norton Remembered 1995,
Planning and promotional material:
  Letter from S. T. Rice (an early candidate for the Chair), letters of invitation to
  interview for video.
Interviews and final script
Mailing list for the August 5, 1995 showing of video and sources of contacts
Response Letters Following the Showing.
Correspondence and Recollections from Ruby Aylett, Norton Student
Display Materials Used in the Premier Showing
  Norton Biographical
    Professional Recognition
    Personal History
  Aurene Norton Personal History
Norton Critique of Government Policies, Newspaper Articles
Prices and Outlook, Norton Research and Pronouncements
Norton Farm at Cissna Park
  Mortgage, addition of the farm to the trust endowment, aerial photos of farm, and
  photos of Norton and visitors at the farm.
Photos used in 1995 program
Norton-related Photos Not Otherwise Identified
1999 Reunion
  Program Notes and Brochure.
  Responses from Friends of Norton.
  Appreciation Letters from Program Attendees Ken Ackers, Joe Mutti, Hank Hannah
    Includes Hannah’s “Smells of the Country”
Larry Norton Biographical
  Genealogy records
Larry, Parents, Grandparents. Photos of his boyhood home in NY
L. J. Norton’s death
Slides showing the grave sites in Mount Hope Cemetery; news reports of death; Memorial Fund announcement.
Biography, Bio sheets, Memorial Fund Announcement
L. Norton and the Production Credit Association (PCA)
Correspondence, news notes, PCA records, Histories of PCA in Champaign Co.
Farm at Cissna Park
Mortgage, deed, and abstract. Legal description, $29,600 mortgage; correspondence re sale of the farm following Lowell Hill’s retirement; correspondence with George and Gladys Winger (Norton’s tenants); aerial photo of the farmstead and negative; photos of Aurene, Larry, farmstead, Larry in the field with his tenant(?) and an Asian student, and Aurene with George and Gladys Winger at the farm; letter from the farm manager (1985) with plat map and cropping plans; Hill’s notes describing conversation with Wingers and Eisenmann: location of farm
Norton Photos
Photo (11 x 13) of Norton Farm, ca. 1945, Oversize, see OS29
International Travel, 1947, 1950
Aurene Norton Biographical
Genealogy
Correspondence with Elaine Burton (niece) before and after 1995
Elaine Burton filled in gaps in biographical information on Aurene
News articles on his travels and policy statements
Publications
List of Norton Publications held in the University Archives
Norton Publications List with Library Call Numbers
Unpublished articles, lecture notes, preliminary reports, memos

NOTE: copies of L. J. Norton unpublished speeches, articles, publications, and course materials were removed and placed in Lawrence J. Norton Papers (RS 8/4/30)